Full Text Superzone of Message

1. (0043) Six people dead after mining accident yesterday.
2. (0142) Libya tells foreign diplomats from Japan and several European countries to leave country.
3. (0213) Afghan President Najibollah has fled the country. He is rumored to be in India.
4. (0242) Special envoy Vance in Sarajevo to mediate in conflict.
5. (0304) Discussion continues on Brandenburg’s Premier Manfred Stolpe. Not clear whether worked for both church and Stasi.
6. (0336) Festival at Berlin Schoenfeld airport.
7. (0358) Strike in hotel and catering industry in Spain.
9. (0451) Over 40 deaths in plane crash in Nairobi.
10. (0512) Ariane rocket launched.
11. (0538) Etna poses renewed threat to village in Sicily.
13. (0812) Studio interview with Health Minister Hasselfeldt on proposals to make savings in the health service.
14. (1250) Sport report.
15. (1816) Film report on the mining accident in Bergkamen last night. Experts say it had nothing to do with earthquake earlier in the week.
16. (1940) Report on tourism in Israel. It has gained in popularity due to the crisis in Yugoslavia and instability in Northern Africa. Interview with Germans as to how safe they feel holidaying in Israel. Security will be very tight over Easter.
17. (2325) Bernd Kungel reports on a UFO congress taking place in Berlin and interviews experts who have photos of what they believe are UFO’s.
18. (2713) Report from the stock market with Dieter Balkhausen.
20. (3550) Interview with the East German Guenther Emmerlich who is to begin a new show on ZDF this week.
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